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About This Game

12/02/2015. Well am happy to say this is a true horror survival game. Some bugs to work out, but will have that resolved for the
most part by the 20th. We have also uploaded the new footage of the game on here.

11/30/2015 UPDATE: WE ASK ALL REVIEWERS TO REPLAY THE GAME. THE FOOTAGE ON THE STORE PAGE IS
100 PERCENT IN ACCURATE AT THIS TIME. OVER THE NEXT 48 HOURS WE WILL BE UPDATING THE

TRAILER, SCREENSHOTS AND MORE. THE GAME IS NOW A TRUE SURVIVAL HORROR GAME. WE HAVE
CHANGED OUT THE MESH, CHANGED THE LEVEL DESIGN, MADE THE GAME MUCH SLOWER. WE

COMPLETELY 100 PERCENT RIPPED OUT THE OLD A.I AND REPLACED IT WITH NEW A.I. THE ZOMBIES WILL
NOT DAMAGE THE PLAYER AT THIS TIME BUT WITHIN A FEW DAYS THEY WILL. AGAIN THIS GAME IS NOT
THE SAME IT ONCE WAS WE ARE TAKEN FULL STRIVE IN CHANGING THE PLAY MECHANICS AND WE HAVE

DONE SO WITH GREAT STRIVE THE LAST 72 HOURS. THE GAME DOES NOT REFLECT AND VIDEOS ON
YOUTUBE NOR DOES IT REFLECT ANY REVIEWS AT THIS CURRENT TIME UNTIL SUCH REVIEWS ARE

UPDATED TO THIS DATE.

WE DO APOLOGIZE TO EVERYONE, AND WE HAVE LEARNED A LOT AND NOW ARE APPLYING WHAT WE
HAVE LEARNED INTO CHANGING THIS GAME AROUND. COMMENTS HAVE ALREADY COME IN FROM

YESTERDAYS BUILD WHERE SOMEONE COMMENTED THE GAME IS NOW DECENT, THAT ALONE IS A MAJOR
IMPROVEMENT. TODAY WE FIXED A TON OF MORE THINGS AND ADDED QUITE A BIT. WE ASK FOR YOU

HONEST FEEDBACK, SO WE CAN REALLY MAKE THIS GAME SOMETHING AND GIVE YOU ALL THAT GAME
THAT YOU DESERVE AND CAN PLAY.
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WE APPRECIATE EVERYONES TIME.

11/28/2015

We are under going the Remake of T.R at this time. Over the next couple of weeks you will see massive amounts of updates.
We will have a new build up and running within the next 24 hours. The game has already changed drastically and for the better.
You now play as a 3rd person/FPS view. We have really slowed down the game play, and really have made this a very creepy

survival horror game. Gabby now plays a huge role in the game as well, and will continue to do so throughout the series.

The community has spoken, and it is a bout time we got are foot in gear and did something about it.

T.R Will now offer you dark creepy areas, where only a flashlight tied to your hip and 2 of your weapons will only be able to
see the light of day, in most areas. Play as Mark Forah a former scientist who created an Obelisk that could harness energy from
organic objects and use that energy into the newest power source for the world! Soon after his discovery Mark was taken along
with his daughter to a research faculty, where he was demanded to show them how he created the Obelisk. After his refusal, his
daughter was used as a bargaining chip, which they went to far on and injected his daughter from the Obelisk harnest energy.

Now Mark wakes up in a prison with no memory of what has happened. He must quickly learn that survival is number one on
the list, and find his daughter.
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Title: Time Ramesside (A New Reckoning)
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Panzer Gaming Studios
Publisher:
Panzer Gaming Studios
Release Date: 1 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon 4000 series

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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time ramesside (a new reckoning). time ramesside a new reckoning gameplay

No invert mouse? No key remap?. Another One of my Early Acess Failure Purchases...no 4...This one is special. the dev was
completely insane and had no idea on how to develop a game.

Special Turd Rating - The game recieves the Golden 2015 Poo Award.. I played 30 min of the game and then felt a strong urge
to do a full clean Windows install to remove any trace of this software from my HDD. It was my first indie\/early access attempt
and it cost me months to gain the confidence to dive into another indie title. Games like these strengthen the arguments of early
access\/indie haters.. He lied to us about the Mermaid cannon on top of that this game was the biggest disapointment I've ever
experienced. You get a negative review and may god have mercy on your souls for releasing such a piece of trash.

Honest to god though I'll change this to a positive review if you can even tell me what Ramesside means other then "Piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game we conned a bunch of people into buying". Please. Please. Please. Please dont
buy this game.. A twisted, asset Frankenstein of a game with the worst possible level design, full of obvious development
mistakes and unbelievable glitches. It's atrocious, mother of all "bad steam games". Floating buildings, copy paste textures, copy
paste levels (!), brain dead AI, npc raining from the sky - you name it. And all of this on brand new Unreal 4 engine that looks
great but even this did not save this mess.
Even the developer don't know what this game suppose to be - it started as a simple shooter, then he re-done all of it adding
spells, then again changed it to be third person shooter, to finally revert it back to previous state but with horror vibe to it. Yes
what a wild ride.
Its mind boggling this product, its actually maybe worth 0.99 cents to see how twisted and perverted it is.
I actually tried to help the developer with some other gamers giving him tips and ideas - as much as I was surprised he went out
and tried to apply them. End result was even more mind boggling glitches and bugs.
My dad told me once - do it properly or don't do it at all. Panzer Gaming Studios\t should just stop.
Play it if you want to see how not to make a game.. All hail the biocosmic smell of #WELGESTYLE:

[..] I'm pretty sure I'd like this game, andor would love to play it - if only I could get it to #ing download. Having shelled out a
whole \u00a34.79 for something I've still yet to actually receive, which has precisely 0 Bytes in its folder.. let's just say I'm not
exactly angry or disappointed, nor am I really considering legal proceedings against the developer for releasing a product of such
questionable quality, dubious design and ontologically unstable first premises.

The truer reason for this lack of immediate existential tension over the inability of the developers to deliver "Time Ramesside"
is that part of me - my soul of sentient electric blue - quietly feels for Panzer Gaming Studios, and for a million other mother's
dirty basement Game Development operations, lingering unknown and unloved in obscure backwater zones of this lurid digital
planet.

It makes you think, doesn't it? These everyday failures, these common and garden breakdowns, missteps, deficiencies and grey
ruptures - nonperformance lead balloons that travel nowhere fast. It's enough to make you consider your own useless virtual
ambitions, those vacant and vacated daydreams without direction or impetus. Vectors in null space.

Ever read Fernando Pessoa\u2019s "The Book of Disquiet"? I found it fascinating - an emotional canvas of delicate
construction, cool and labyrinthine in its well considered tones. Much like the work of Jason Welge seems to be (ie.
unconsciously.) There's lines in Pessoas's novel, about "this indefinite lucid blue pallor of the aquatic evening", which "point up
the irregularities of the unruly whole." The indistinct lackings and paltry failures of Time Ramesside seem to echo this. And the
echoes travel deep into the soul, and I reflect them back for you to witness here, today.

Apologies to my fellow Players for this unfocused sensual rambling. Bizarre states of uncommon Play - those often symbolized
by Permanent Early Access Crapolaware - make one dizzy with the poignant metaphysical alchemy of their luxurious, squirty
inadequacies.

Do I recommend this game? Yes - "I recommend this game smartens up its #ing act, tout de suite." As for what This Game
more actually is - an act of treason against modern functioning design, a Capitalist performance art without precedent, a total
breakdown in dimensional hyperreality - ah, well that's another question for you to ponder, dear friends.

Thank you for playing this Unorthodox, yet hopefully Effective review.
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Sincerely, Robert H. Dylan. No!This Game is not improving.It's lagging for me most of the time and my specifications are quite
okay i guess
(i7 4790k , 17gb ddr3 , nvidia gtx 770 2gb )
This build is better than the older ones but it doesn't improve this game either.
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This game is just as bad as fapping with Sandpaper. It's just that bad.. It's as bad as everybody else is saying it is. I'm glad it isn't
being worked on anymore.. This is the reason Harambe was killed. Look i have had this game for a long time and i have barely
played it because it very broken when it 1st released. after some updates it was less broken. this game had the possibility to be a
fantastic game. very dark in a lot of places with an OKAY flashlight made it creepy in the right places. there hasnt been any
support for the game for about 2 years it seems. with that being said the game is still very broken. not the worst thing i have ever
seen but pretty damn close. weapon models look nothing like the HUD displays. enemies are pretty weak or oblivious and the
cutscenes are broken as well with nothing to tell you what is going on besides that the enemy is evil. i hope the game is able to
finish at some point if not by the OG developer then by somebody else. hell maybe me after i go to school for game design.
Time Ramesside ( A Horrible Game ). This game has a plot that I can only describe as non existent. It has nothing to do with the
afformentioned Mark Faroh being a scientist at all. The game in fact is just you running through different areas killing the
enemies which quickly wears on you and becomes a chore with the small choice of weaponry that all seem to be useless in my
opinion. So anyway you fight all of the poorly modeled and textured enemies in the poorly modeled and textured world with
your crappy guns. Needless to say there really isn't much to say about this abomination. Just save your 3 bucks for something
else unless you can get this game for 30 cents or less I couldn't reccomend you touch this game with a 9 and a half foot pole.
Decent for a laugh with friends this game is nothing more than a joke and not even a good one. 2\/10 Not even sure this is a
game. If you would like to see some gameplay here is a link.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/xcfmyrMQBP0. I have been following this for a while and.. What I find actually quite fascinating is the fact
that this "product" actually gets WORSE again and again it is being worked on.
Then it changed name and furtherly uses the early access excuse.
While it might one day actually release, it will never, ever be passable. There is something wrong with every single aspect of it.

*** UPDATE! ***

Since apparently the new patch invalidates my old review, here's a new one. Note how it is, just like the game, basically
identical. See you at full release when I go over it one last time. :)

*** UPDATE 2 ***

Here's some gameplay from the release. Starting to look passable isn't it..

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1PGfDy6K_s0. Hahaha this is the biggest joke of a game in history. This game just had a
full release? This thing still doesn't even look like it should have even been in Early Access. Don't put your wallet through so
much pain by buying this so called "game".. I'm really not sure why this software (I hesitate to call it a game) is even for sale on
Steam. I was taken aback by a non-functional options screen at the opening menu. Actually that should have been my first clue
of what was to come when I selected "New Game". Sort of like the scary music which plays in Grade-B horror movies as the
nubile co-ed climbs the stairs to check on someone. You're yelling at the TV screen: "Don't go up the stairs" because we all
know what's waiting at the top of the stairs. I wish someone had been yelling to me: "stay away from this half-finished piece of
umm, garbage". But the video looked interesting so I blindly bought. They say one's born every minute. I could go on to list the
many faults of this game that I encountered in the first fifteen minutes of play. Others have already done a more than adequate
job. It takes a really terrible game before I'll stop playing without giving it a chance. This beast is one such game. If you think
you might like to experience this game, whack your head with a mallet until you're unconscious. Hopefully when you regain
your senses whatever urge you may have felt to purchase this "game" will have passed.
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